Pneumatic Crimping Press
10500-SA(P)

- Easy to use
- Simple & quick change of tooling, easy set up
- Up to 36 contacts crimped in one stroke

REFERENCE

PNEUMATIC PRESS 10500-SA(P)

GENERAL SPECIFICATION
The machine aims at selecting and crimping male or female NICOMATIC contacts CRIMPFLEX® type on jumpers or flexible circuits semi-automatically.

Male contact P/N: 10241 / 10167 / 10067 / 11612 / 13595
Female contact P/N: 11506 / 10025 / 14106
Square male contacts: 12410

The number of contacts to be crimped is selected manually and can vary from 2 to 36. The jumper or flexible contact presentation is made manually by the operator as well as the cycle starting up.

The contacts are moved into the tool automatically according to graduated positions on the rotative cylinder, corresponding to the required number of contacts to be crimped. This machine is also equipped with a downcounter, which allows pre-selecting a precise number of operations and stops automatically once it is back to zero. The press is operated by foot pedal. Crimping of 2 to 36 points in standard.

USE OF TOOLINGS
Male tooling for: 10141, 10241, 10067, 10167, 12887
Female tooling for: 10025, 11506, 11612, 13595, 14106
Male tooling for square male contacts: 12410

PRODUCT VERSIONS
P/N 10500-SA (with Male and female tooling)
P/N 10500-SAP
(with Male, Female and square male tooling)

Possibility to move from –SA to –SAP anytime by acquiring the tooling for square male contacts.